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J har,,had plenry of ptr."onal
I *xpcr.ience ol working as an
artist in schools (AIS) over the
past fifteen 5'ears, and found
there is an ongloing challenge of
balancing the inextricably tinkecl
process and product.

What is an AIS project?
The skf is the limit but it should
be underpinned by a few ker.
principles. ln my opinion rhe
project should be innovativc.
and bold. It is a chance for the
artist to extend themselves and
to unpack and articulate what
ther. do. The artist shoulcln't be
there to chorcograph the choms
line in the annual school musical.
lr shorrld provide real lrar.ning
opportunities for students as well
as teachels. XtIost importantl_v.
there must be time for student
input and expression: it,s about
creating a place for their thoughts
and stories-

In June 2008 I undertook a
two-week AIS project at port
Pirie West Primary School
(PPWPS), three hours north
of Adelaide. This was a dr.ama
ald circns project ir-rr.olving
skills d"r elopmenr. dpvising
arrd pcrlolman, o tochniqrres lor
students from Roception to
Year 7. This was the seconcl
consecutive year I had worked
at PPWPS. Llsr rear.the projecr
title was Transformation and
involved a Year 6 and Z class. The
project explored the complexities
of change through a roller_coaster
of'dance and theatre workshops
that cuiminated in an original
unti edgr rwentS minute phr.ical
theatle pelfor.manc".

Conceptr,ralll,-, the project
started with the premise that
'C)n- c6ns12111 thilg in lile is
that things will alwal.s change.,
Cl-range is constant in our natural
'-nvit onmHnt. schuol. c,,11pxn j15.
friendships and families. Students
lvere askecl'What brings about
change and rnost importanth- hou.
,lo rorr dr al rr irh e[a113.,,". 11p11
ljst five things 1-ou can change.
five things vou rvish lou coulcl
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It's an ongoing challenge
baiancing the inextricably
linked process and product. A
performance fires everS,one up,
but both the process and journey
that the students undertake
are rich social and educational
learning opportunities in their
own right. I value and treasure
this process and it is in this time
that I learn the most. as I did with
the srudents lrom PPWPS.

When working with students I
believe in a pedagogical approach
that is holistic. Students
experience deeper and substantial
learning through a curriculum
that is interconnected. At PPWPS.
there was a focus on oral literacy
across the school for the year.
As a result I placed a number
of narrators in each scene. and
discussed the role and purpose
of the narrator in a performance.
I am not suggesting that artists
working in schools need to know
a school's entire curriculum,
but rather, find creative ways to
link what you are offering with
what they require. Planning and
working with teachers is obviously
essential at this juncture.

With the reality of a 'crowded
curriculum' faced by many
schools who address all facets
of a str-rdent's education, artists
are well placed to compliment
and enhance existing curriculum
requirements. Current focuses
include inter and intra personal

What programs are out there?
An artist can work in a school
through a formal or informal
program. Most of the state art or
education depart ment s. agencies
or centres have coordinated
programs that follow a grant
application and assessment
process that are open to aII art
forms. With the recent federal
budget allocation of $5.2m for AIS
programs which includes artist
in university programs, we can
expect to have more opportunities
and programs rolling out soon.

Currently, Arts Victoria fund
an artist up to $5.000 to work in
a school for up to twenty days,
South Australia's Carclew Youth
Arts Centre fund $2,500 for up to
ten days, Tasmania's

Department of Education fund
$2,000 per project and Northern
Territory's Department of
Employment, Education and
Training fund a maximum
$5,000 per project or $8,000 for
a cluster schools proiect.
Arts NSW through its connectED
program doesn't have a discrete
AIS program, but offers resources
and other funding support that
link performances, teachers
and students. The Department
of Culture and the Arts (DCA)
in Western Australia are soon
to launch their AIS program.
Queensland's Department of
Education, Training and the Arts
has'Art Built In', a public art
program providing residencies up
to $15,000 per project. Sadly, the

where are artists learning these
skills? In tertiary training
courses? Through mentorships?
Or just on the job? I think
predominantly the latter. There
are fantastic opportunities for
artists who engage in this work
and training courses should reflect
this. I was fascinated to discover
during the recent 16th ASSITEJ
World Festival and Congress for
Young AudiencPs that in America.
South Korea and Germany there
are performing art degree courses
specifically designed to educate
students on how to work with
young people and create work for
young people.

There are also extended AIS
projects - imagine an artist, or a
group of artists being funded to
work within the same school over
a three year period. Tasmania's
Big hART talks about three years
as the minimum time frame
that they enter into community
partnerships. For them anything
else is too small and ineffectual.
I also believe it takes this time
frame for a common cultural
practice and language to emerge.
After all. in a successfui AIS
project, the ongoing learning will
affect not only the students but
also the teachers, parents and
local communitv.

Whether through a formal or
informal project, there is great
potent ial for an art isr working
in schools. Through curriculum
awareness. successlully 1iaising
with teachers, and using specific
artistic and communication skills,
you can bring an outside energy
and specialisation that becomes
infectious. While extending and
challenging your own personal
practise, you a can be a powerful
example and advocate of
creativity, providing artistic forms
capturing student expression and
ideas. and rhat's whv I do it. 0
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with the community and the i&world. In the recent Lowdown ,4, //f -.\--......-

arl icle lApril 2008,1 Anne
Roylance writes, 'it's not about ] 1 The artist

learning. higher order thinking, i
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and the broader world. as well i
a sense of inclusivitr,, occurred
through the introduction of
the work of companies such as
Cirque du Soleil. Circus Oz and
Adelaide's Kurrum Nunga Circus.
In meeting these curriculum
requirements. an artist has the
choice to focus on the implicit
or explicit content of their art
folm. howevor wh*n teaching
students it is ultimately the
explicit instruction of the content
that will be ofbenefit as they see

knowledge and narratives being
connected.
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doesn't have any formal or
nated AIS program

have different agendas. While the
majority of my experience has
been in coordinated programs, I
value the diverse nature ofAIS
projects as much as I value the
range of artists who work in them
and the ski11s they offer both
students and teachers.

Skilling up to do an AIS project?
In Australia, many tertiary
theatre. dance or music
graduates receive work in the
youl h arts sector. either as
tutors, actors, dancers, directors,
choreographers, designers,
musicians or composers. Very few
courses offer any units on how
to work with or create work for
loung people. and this calries
over to artists'working in schools.
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